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NEWARK ST AT E COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Wednesday. May 26, 1965

MEMORABILIA PRESENTED AT CONVOCATION
Awards P'r izes Dedication
Highlight Honors Assembly
The presentation of scholarship awards, varsity awards,
Carnival awards, and Memorabilia dedication were h i g h1 i g h t s of the annual Honors
Convocation . held today, Mr.y
26, in the D'Angola Gymnasium .
Announcement of
varsity
awards was made by Willard
E. Zweidinger. Thre.e seniors
were the recipients of the McKenna Aw a rd. They are Al
Leiter, Dave Chinchar, and
Doug Williams. Bill Gargiles,
junior, received the D'Angola
Award.
The Carnival awards were
the next awards presented.
First prize for best decorated
booth went to Beta Delta Chi
Soror ity. Second and t h i r d
place winners were Lambda
Chi Rho and ACE-SEA, respectively. The Fr,e shman C 1 ass
won first place as the m o s t
original game. In this category second place was Beta Delta Chi and third place went to
Lambda Chi Rho.
The award for the most money made for Carnival w a s
given to Sigma Theta Chi fraternity. Lambda Chi Rho and
Nu Sigma Tau were second
and third place winners.
Prizes were also awarded to
the games which made th e
most money during Carnival.
Nu Sigma Tau won f i r st
prize, bringing in over $230.00
net for Carnival during t he
weekend. Sigma Beta Tau won
second place with the Freshman Class coming in third.
The money made from th e
Carnival was donated to the
College Development Fund for
a Student Union Building. This
year was financially the most
successful Carnival to d a t e
with the $3200.00 in profit exceeding the net profits of all
other years. Dr. Frederic Arnold received the check f o r
this a mo u n t at the Convocation for the College Dev.e lopment Committee.
Albert Record, president of
Student Organization for 196566, was presented. The new
president addressed the assemblage.
Following Mr. Record 's address, a recapitulation of 196465 was made by form€.T pr.e sident of Student Organization,
William N . Shiebler.

'65 Yearbook Dedicated To:
Professors Raths and Watson

ter, led by Mr. J ack E. Platt,
was followed by the recessional
of seniors w h ich con cluded the
assembly.
The scholarship awards a r e
as follows: Alumni Scholarship, J oseph Hasuly; Esther
Anson Memorial Scholarship,
J acqueline K irk; N .J. Bell T elephone Scholarships, Sharon
Ciotola, Au g u st Schau; B.
Croce Educational S o c i e t y
Scholarship in honor of V. Libero Sibilia, Class of 1917, Albert Record; Delta K a p p a
Gamm a
Award,
Roberta
Love; Division of Handicapped Children and Youth , U.S.
Office of Education, Sandra
Cohen, Janet Green, Katie Lamar, J anet l\fai, Abby Nichter,
Bernadette WE.·tzel; Teresa F.
Fitzpatrick :Memorial Scholarship,
C on c e t t a Delmonaco; Isadore and Frieda Holtz
Foundation Scholarship, Susan DeFrancisco; Inter - Fraternity-Sorority Council Scholarships, Grace Glynn, Donald
Me-rwin; J ohn F. Kennedy Memorial
Scholarships, M a r y
Beth Flannery;- M a r y Dolinich; N .S.C . Staff Association
Scholarship, Carol DeFilippo;
N. J . Federation of Business
and Professional W o m .e n ' s
C 1 u bs, Inc.
Nan
Rodino;
Reading Scholarships, Eileen
Beirne, Patricia Waked ; Fred
M . Richmond Award, John
Dalzell ; Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
T. Schreiber Scholarship, Barbara Chipman; Lloyd N. Yepson
Memorial
Scholarships,
M a r g o Greenbaum , Carolee
Ragonese.

Dr . Goodwin Watson co-dedicatee of the 1965 MEMORABILIA. Dr. Watson is nation ally known for his contributions to behavioral science.

Rr. Louis Raths co-dedicatee
of the 1965 MEMORAB ILIA.
Dr. Rath s is nationally k nown
as a curriculum specialist.

Dress Code Pol icy Eased
Following many weeks o f
meetings between the administration and respresentatives of
the student organization, specifically Frank Nero Council
vice - president and the Dress
Code Committee, a statem.ent
h;:1s been issued by the Dean
of Stude11ts Herbert Samenfeld, in which he delcares that
"the 'dress code' is temporarily rescinded." (see letter page
two)
Previous to this proposal the
position of the college officials
was to enforce the 'code' suggested in the Student Hand-

book. This code suggested the
well-groomed look and clothes
in g o o d taste on the campus
and forbade slacks and shorts
for women and bermudas for
men.
A further explanation of the
action taken by the administration is given by the student
organization president Albert
Leroy Record :
"For a two week period the
presetlt 'dress code' has been
rescinded. There w i 1 1 be a
joint evaluation of the clothing
that is worn by the students
during this trial period.
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President Eugene Wilkins
presided over the next part of
the ass€mbly which was the
presentation of scholarships
and awards.
After the honor graduates
were presented by Dean Alton
O'Brien, the assembly was highlighted by the 1964-65 Memorabilia dedication. (See story page
1). The dedication was made by
co-editors Nelleda Vellucci and
Louise DeFuria.
The singing of the Alma Ma-

T he highligh t of this year's Honors Convocation was th€.· presentation of the 1965 MEMORABILIA. Louise DeFuria and Nell
Vellucci co-editors, unv.e iled the 1965 yearbook which has been
d ed icated to D r. Louis R aths and Dr. Goodwin Watson.
T he· dedication reads as follows:
Dr. Louis Raths and Dr.
Goodwin Watson:
we, the c 1 ass of 1965, fee 1
h onored to pay our highest
t r ibute to two men who have
mad e significant contributions to the ever-increasing
student-faculty pride in newark state college.
b ecause of your beliefs and
efforts many forward looking
ideas and changes for the benefit of the college and the
individual student have been
Miss Louise Di Furia and
initiated, developed and most
Ne 11 Ve lucci co -editors of
important, carried out.
1965 Memorabilia.
the benefits of these changes
will be reflected in our perphy and commentary h a v e
sonal lives and in those of the
been combined to depict what
ch ildren we teach .
to the class of 1965 will soon
we thank you for ourselves
be "old college days."
and for newark state college.
In addition to the departure
E ditors L ouise DeFuria and
from the traditional literary
Nell Vellucci stated in an instyle, the art and layout coter view with th e IN D EPENeditors have tried to achieve a
DEN T that t h e ch oice of these
uniquely sophisticated yet pertwo men hel ped to e.,tablish
sonal communication with the
t h e general theme of the book reader. Sandy Slovik, one of
student life, all aspects, a n d
the co-editors, design ed th
faculty pride in Newark State
circle-triangle motif on the covCollege."
er to represent the whole and
Emphasis has been placed
the
individual
respE.-ctively.
on the academic purpose of
This symbolic design has been
the college by separating the
stamped on natural buckrum
faculty and student pictures
with the spine of the book bearaccording to curriculum. Picing its title and information in
tures significant to the diffETthe characteristic lower case
ent majors have been included
type. Joanne Leone, also coto show the facilities and their
editor of art and layout, is the
use in the various fields.
creator of the color dividers.
The complement of acadeThese dividers are a challenge
mic life, student activities, has
in that once the reader has
also been dealt with in a difdiscovered the PowET House
ferent way_ Candid photograand the Kean tower in the first
one, the more subtle sketches
becoi:ne brain-teasers.
The editors and their staff
"urge everyone to read carefully all the material and to
As to the question of whether note the significance of ar
a complete abolition o f t h e rangement."
code will come about eventually , this will be decided at a future date."

IS
· THE
WAY

WE
GO
TO
SCHOOL

Frank Nero, Chairman of the
Dress Code Committee s a w
the temporary abrogation of
the code as a "step forward
toward the recognition of t h e
student's individuality and maturity. "
Mr. Nero also stated that the
action by t h e administration
gives the opportunity to gain
the independence he has been
seeking, a11d that is up to th e
student himself to assume the
responsibility w h i c h accompanies this new freedom.
Concerning the role ·of t h e
student Mr. Record had t h i s
to say: "T h e students h av e
been given the chance to prove
themselves and I am quite confident that they will not fail in
this trial.''
This new policy taken by the
administration
was
m ad e
known at the May 21st Council
meeting. At this time the communication was read to the assemblage of representatives,

Opposing Views
Aired At: Forum

A forum on Viet Nam co sponsored by the INDEPENDENT and NSC's Stude:rit-Faculty Committee for Concern
for Peaceful Solutions in Viet
Nam began at 9 p.m. in the
Main Dining Room of Newark
State College on Friday, May
21.

The p r o g r a m originally
scheduled to end at 2 a.m. was
extended until 3: 00.
Following
introductory remarks by William Shiebler, a
moderator for the event, and
Paul J . Minarchenko, Editor in-Chief of the INDEPENDENT,
Professors Pruser and Altena,
both of NSC, spoke on the geography and culture of V i e t
Nam . This preceded a speech
by Pr o f e s s o r Silverstein
of Rutgers University. He discussed the role the US is playing in Viet Nam and Southeast
Asia. Speaking on the s a m e
(Continued on Page 5)
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Dress Code
As of Friday the student body is no longer guided (for a
while at least) by an official dress code of the college. The only
<lress code is that of the individual students. It is an opportunity
for them to judge for themselves what type of dress is appropriate
and desirable.
During the two week period remammg, students are free to
<lress as they wish. It is the hope of student leaders and administrators that this privilege is not abused.
This "trial period" will be evaluated by students, faculty, and
administrators. The policy for the coming year will be dependent
upon the evaluation report.
We receive this news with joy. Not because one is now allowed
to wear bermudas or slacks, but because of the merit of such a
policy.
One attending this college is a student - not a future teacher
- in a classroom .
We commend· those who are responsible for this decision.

Memorabilia
Today the student body was presented with the 1965
MEMORABILIA. The long awaited unveiling revealed a
book which meets the greatest of expectations. Within
its pages are illustrated all aspects of student life.
Louise DeFuria and Nell Velucci, co-editors, and their
staff must be congratulated for their fine efforts. It is
indicative of the pride they hold for Newark State College.
One can only hope that the spirit with which they
present this book will soon be increasingly reflected by
all members of the college community.

A Personal Note
As the last issue of the IN:QEPENDENT is being readied for the printing press, a strange feeling comes over
me, a feeling which is foreign to the usually "machinelike" world of a student newspaper ed•itor.
I stop and think and a nostalgic feeling creeps into my
mind and heart. Throughout the year, I have worked
with many students, faculty members and administrators
in an attempt to produce a newspaper which would be
representative of Newark State College - the individuals
who are responsiole for its image, its meaning and success.
A college is only a group of buildings. It is the individuals who bring it to life. What they do, say and feel
is that which makes a college one of the greatest experiences in one's short, complex lire.
It is all of this which the INDEPENDENT has attempted to put into print. Many students and faculty members have spent time and effort to reach this goal. I
take great pride in being ·e ditor of the INDEPENDENT
and in working with those who through their efforts have
made the attempts at this goal possible.
To those who have worked with me (at times a most
frustrating and pain f u 1 experience) I wish to take this
opportunity to express my most sincere appreciation and
thanks.
This, the last issue of the year, culminates many memories - success and failure, joy and sorrow, cooperation
and conflict. I cannot think of a b e t t e r way to close
the year than to think of the future . I sincerely hope that
the next year will bring the same rewarding friendships
and accomplishments.

Independent
"Truth cannot be forced but must be allowed to
plead for itself."
The opinions expressed in signed columns of the
newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
editors. Nor is anything printed in this newspaper unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy
or opinion of the college.
..J
PAUL J . MINARCHENKO,
Editor-in-Chief
Ed Coyle,

Managing Editor

News Editor
........ Mary Antonakos
Feature Editor .
....... ........
Dorina Kelleher
Copy Editors .. .... ........ .... Bobbi Kowalski. Alice Warren
Sports Editor
......... .........
.... Art Kirk
Business Manager .............. ........... ... ........ ..... . ·Ray Torella
Circulation ...... .. .... ...
.... ... ...... .. Joyce Rodsky
Advertising .... .. ............ Chuck Bergman, Pat Koldensky
Secretary ....... ......... .................. . ... .. ....... Barbara Sweeney
Staff: Barbara Greene. Don Merwin. Carol Gagnon.
Mary Roche, Tom Coyle, Sue DeFrancisco, Ricky
Grimaldi, Jackie Kirk, Mike Lussen, Bob Postman.
Fred Hansen, Joe Grillo, John Berardo, Gerri Curti.
Pat Robertson, Marie Coughlin.

SOUND
" Dres Code" '
To the Editor :

Effective immediately t h e
"dress code" is temporarily
rescinded. Between this time
and the end of the examination
period, we should all be looking at ourselves and evaluating student dress. A decision
concerning the future of a dress
code at Newark State Collelge
willl be reached after a system a ti c collection of reactions of students and faculty.
I shall appreciate your assistance in developing s o m e
evaluation procedures.
Dr. Herber t W. Samenfeld
Dean of Students
Newark State College
Editor's Note: Al Record and
Fra,1k Nero, President and
Vice - President, respectively
of the Student Organization, also received this letter and
communicated th e information to student council . F o r
m or e information on the
"dress code", see story o·n
page one and editorial.

Misinformed Comments
To th e Editor :
In a letter to the Inde pendent
Mr. Murray, president elect
of the sophomore class, stated,
"I have therefore, every in tention of fighting any pr o posals aimed toward the ab,olition of hazing_ However, I will
favor proposals which, in my ·
estimation, will improve the
hazing program now in E:ffect."
I would like to inform M r .
Murray that hazing is not going to be abolished. Th e total
orientation program is now being worked upon by a committee headed by Joe Hasuly.
If Mr. Murray would obtain
the facts before he sounds off,
he would save a lot of wasted
time and effort . I ask Mr. Murray as the future president of
his class to please be cognitive·
of the facts. One such w a y
would be to seek out information by inquiring as to actions
being worked upon.
Thank you,
Frank Nero
Vice President
Student Org.

I Really Didnt' Mean it.
To the Editor :

In regard to comme,1ts recently addressed to me, I
would like to say that at the
time of the writing and submitting of the article to the
INDEPENDENT, the Hazing
Committee had not yet take11
any action.
The reason that my article
lacks the most recent developments is that the INDEPENDENT did not go to press until
such time that my article
would seem outdated. Had the
1
paper been published as usual
the week after I submitted my
a r t i c 1 e, there would be no
cause for criticism.
Joe Murray
President-Elect,
class of 1968
EDITOR'S NOTE: It is apparent that Mr. Murray is somewhat upset at some well-placed criticism; he s eeks to
blame the INDEPENDENT for
the error because it did not
publish.
That the INDEPENDENT did
not publish is true; however, I
should hope that Mr. Murray
had realized what he had written and submitted for publication and that when it did not
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appear, and knowing (3) that
the material might be inaccurate, he would have inquired
about his article and possible
re-organized it to be more upto-date.
As it is, Mr. Murray only
replied to the call when he was
criticized for his comments.
Could it be that he had written
his article and did not bother
to investigate the "most re cent
developments' '?
Since Mr. Murray, president
-elect of the class of '68, is so
concerned about student affai rs a11d recent developments ,
may I suggest that he fully
knows and understands th a t
which he wishes to speak on,
and that in doing so, also accept the responsibility for his
comments.

Sleazy Image
To the Editor :
May I make an observation
pertaining to the rather sleazy
image which the last few carnivals are registering?

This observer feels that we
have o u t g r o w n the whole
"Bash" and that as a mature
and g r o w i n g institution, a
more fitting event be substituted, that is commensura te with
the dignity and aspirations of
an institution of higher learning.
Raising money requires big
th_inking and the paltry sum
gleaned from these carnivals
h a rd 1 y justifies the tremendous effort.
The participants are to be
complimented for their motives and fine school morale
and this letter was not intended to criticize them.
Sincerely,
Carl W. Burger

ostalgia
To the Editor :
As another year at Newark
state closes, I fail to feel the
usual elation of Spring. It is
not only the idea of being a
senior and having to move on.
My involvement here has been
an intense one, and I feel as
if I am truly losing a part of
myself.
The growth in people a n d
projects that has occuned during the past four years is rather unbelievable. It cannot be
doubted that the next f o u r
years will show an even greater growth in every way. One
must envy slightly the students
of the future at Newark State
because of this.
Newark State's most valuable attribute is its people; students, faculty and administrators. It is in this area that I
have seen the greatest growth.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank each and every
person who I have come into
contact with on this campus,
for all the enjoyment I have
had here as a student and for
all of the many things I have
learned from them. I have a
great faith for a bright future
for Newark State, because of
them.
Sincerely,~
Bill Sqiebler

Newark State College and various other colleges and univer•
sities throughout the country.
Because of this background,
we, as a class feel that Mr.
Dor inson is one of the finest
and most competent teachers
that we have had the e~perience to know. Not only are
his lectures unique , but as an
individual, he brings new ideas
to the classroom and students
in that he brings history to
life by incorporating outside
material which gives the student a broader basis for understanding.
Being a very capable teacher, he is able to convey his
message clearly, and gain a
great deal of honest response
from his students. He shows
interest in his student body givingup his own time to help
-o t h e r s th r ough discussions.
By doing this, he establishes
a rapport between his students
and himself .
Consequently, we as a class,
have great respect for Mr. Dorinson, and we want to thank
Newark State Collelge for providing such a fine caliber of
professor.
Respectfully,
Section 08
Class of 1967
Editor's Note: Copies of th ·i s
letter have also been sent to
D~·- E.G. Wilkins (President);
Dr. A . O'Brien (Dean of the
College); and Dr. J. Hutchinson (Chairman of History and
Soc. Sci. Dept.)

A Letter of
Commendation
To the Editor:
People are prone to criticize
but very few people sit down
to write a letter of commendation. We the undersigned have
decided to take• the time to
write such a letter on behalf
of Mr. Dorinson. We feel that
he deserves recognition in this
school due to his outstanding
a n d ingenious methods of
teaching . He has taken 16th,
17th, 18th, and 19th century
history and has reached 20th
century students with impact.
He has given us the incentive
which WP. as future teachers
would hope to give our st u dents.

What are the characteristics
of a good instructor? First of
all, he• should have a strong
love for his subject. Mr . Dorinson has this! He should be
thoroughly prepared to teach
each class each day. Mr. Dorinson al ways is! There should
be a mutual respect between
student and professor. In Mr.
Dorinson's class there is! Every
professor
should instill
democratic ideals, fadividuality, and bring out the potential
of every student. Mr. Dorinson
does! He projects the past,
participates in the present, and
has prepared u s for the future.
He is the epitome of the teacher - WHO DARES TO TEACH
AND NEVER CEASES T 0
LEARN!
Respectfully yours,
E. C. Section 12
1Paula Gill

Communism

To the Editor :
It is . a sad and deplorable
Unique Professor ·
phenoi;nenon that the fi;st s1nlllTo the Editor :
only -~ reaf!tion to the · articl~-:·
As transfer students we have
"Vie t. Nam Policy
Sparks
had the opportunity to be in, '· 1March on Washington," which
contact with professors from
(Continued on Page 7)
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A Look Back

Demonstration
(Continued from Page 6 )

dy response. Here a gain, if
you can't gc.•~ unanimous support of a particular tactic, at
1east insure that opposition is
silent. If you begin with an
enormous crowd, watch that
subsequent efforts don't dwindle to a degr.ee that you ap. pear dissipated. Timing_ is key
-knowing whi.•n the campus is
ripe, and when it isn't. Always
remember that if you are too
far ahead or behind of your
student body, you are dead .
A word about the radical altertiative. On most campuses,
there will be a group that refuses to accept a leisurely race
for anything. While they ca n
be annoying, they're useful.
Nothing is more effective in
d ealing with an administrator
than saying, "We're the re. sponsible group. If you don't
do something now , the extrem. ists will take over.' In fact ,
in some situations it might be
wise to quietly encourage an
extreme threat, providing that
you keep your approval hidden from those with whom
you must deal.
None of these is a sure-fire•
technique to achieve reform.
Sometimes nothing will work.
Tactics other than these may
be more suited to particular
situations. These , ho_w ever ,
should prove effective in most
circumstances. If they consistently fail, then you might be
interested in revolution.

CLASSIFIED
A DVERTISING
Ads must be submitted to the
INDEPENDENT no later than
Friday. 5 p.m. preceding the
nex t w eeks issue.

(Con tinued fr om Page 6)
April 29 - As the eastern
seaboard faces one of its worst
draughts in history , the I.A,
Department rose to the occasion by building a
bridge
across the bone dry gully running between the College Center and Townsend Hall .
Apr'il 30 - Carnival
We showed that we are all
kids at heart, if not in mind .
May 3 - Tom Coyle, boy winner, becomes father of girl.
May 15 - J~nior Prom
"N oche d e Andalucia" was
enhanced by its Spanish motif.
Conspicuously missing was the
presence of tequila.
May 18 - South Pacific
There is nothing like a dame
at Newark State ???
May 26 - Honors Convocation
June 10 - Commencement

Golden Shaft
(Continued from P ag e 7 )
procrastination) , the Dean was
chosen in spite of all his other
attributes. We would like to
point out, on the other hand,
that Dr. Samimfeld does have
a strikingly pleasant personality, and smiles almost continually.
A close also-ran was M i s s
Davison who is in charge of
pink envelopes in the College
Center, and still manages to
remain amiable in all respects.
We have " blunted '' the
"shaft, " somewhat, in our interpretation of the latter results. The tabulations, however, speak for themselves - so
be it.

Winifred H . Amsden
The dictionary defines "tradition" as "a transmitted way
of thinking or acting - traditional that which is handed

Proms Our Specialty

REGION FORMAL WEA.R
Formal Wear to Hire

241 W. St . George Ave. (Highway 27)
Linden, N. J .
COLLEGE STUDENTS

PART TIME and SUMMER WORK
I

Outsta n ding earning opportun ity ; S150 to $300 a week and up. If
you a re interested in money , a local opportunity is available to you.
For f u rthe r i nfor mation contact Mr. Cottlie b , Electrolux Corp., 12
Hals ted St., East Orang e , N . J ,, Tele. 672-4400.

,thifl,,
,((~ t?),

"Section System
To Be Continued
In Fall" - Daniels
Mr. W.P. Daniels, Registrar
has stated that the present
scheduling practice of blocking
classes in sections will continue next year. He has the following reasons for this policy:
there · will be 2,700 students
coming into the college n e x t
year, this large number of
students is very prohibitive to
selective scheduling, especially when there are only 51
teaching stations on campus
(a teaching station is any place
in w.\lich a class can be held,
for example,
gym
rooms,
Keane Building rooms, classrooms, etc.)
He pointed out that all schedules must be worked out -b y
hand and , because of the large
numbers of students, most of
the scheduling must be done in
advance.
Mr. Daniels asserted that he
felt students should have more
freedom in chasing their courses and outlined some steps
toward achieving this goal:
1. Receiving the schedules
well in advance of the beginning of the school year.
2. Having access to a comput-er to compile scnedules.

3. Increasing the number of
teaching stations.
In conclusion he stated that
in '66-67 school year he hopes
to greatly reduce the amount
of blocking by receiving schedules well in advance of the
school year.

down by tradition."
Julian Huxley says, "The
study of animals shows t h a t
ther·e is no sharp line to be
drawn between human and
animal behavior, except in the
essential human capacity for
the cumulati-ve transmission
of experience, knowledge, concepts and ideas ."

One of the ways for this
transmission to occur is in the
fostering of wise and useful
traditions. These are not created; they are not contrived;
they happen.
An act, an experience, an
idea worthy -o f repetition is not
in fact a tradition; it becomes
one in the repitition.
John Dewey once said, "The
live creature adopts its past;
it can make friends with even
its stupidities, using them as
warnings that increase present
wariness . Instead of trying to
live upon whatever may have
been achieved in the past, it
uses past successes to inform
the present. "
Thus, some of our past successes deserve to become a
part of the living present so
that they can lend richness to
it.
A college is actually but a
name until the students, faculty, a n d administration put
their individual stamps upon
it .
There are some college traditions which are universal:
academic dress, the academic
procession, the convocation,
the college color·s, the college
seal. These things are all links
with the past, and whenever
we are on any college campus
we have a sense of kinship
with its past through these
manifestations of trad ition.
Not every campus can ·have
ivy-covered walls or ancien t

Page 9

Dr. Wright Brings Down the
Final Curtain of Lectures
The last speaker in the 1964-65 M. Ernest Townsend Memorial
L ecture Series, Dr. Mary C. Wright, will discuss "Communism
and the Chinese Civilization" on Friday, May at 2 P.M. Dr.
Wright is one of the nation's leading scholars in Chinese studies
and is an authority on the history of modern China, especially
the period since 1850
The Wrights returned to the
Uni.ted
States in 1947. B o th
As a faculty member at
were
named
to the Stanford
Yale University,
Dr Wright
has accomplished two faculty. Mrs. Wright served
"firsts." She was the first wo- as Research Associate from
man eve•r appointed to a tenure 1947 to 1951, as Assistant Profaculty position and then to a 'fessor from 1951 to 1954, and
full professorship in the Arts from 1954 to 1959 when she was
named to the Yale faculty .
and Sciences.
Born in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Dr . Wright attended high
school in Birmingham and
was graduated from Vassar
College in 1938. She did graduate work at Radcliffe and received a Ph.D. de·gree there in
1951.

While working on her doctoral research in the Far East
in 1941 and 1942. Dr. Wrip-ht and

•her husband WeN taken prisoners by the Japanese a n d
s,pent two and a half years in
a prison camp. Afte·r the war,
the Wrights decided to stay in
China to finish their research
and to gather direct information on the conditions in postwar China.
Mrs. Wright travelled .e xtensively in China as , a representative of the Hoover Institute and Library of Stanford
University . During this time
she started the nucleus of the
Chinese collection of the Hoover Library which she continued to develop in the next decade.

''Tradition'' of Newark State

by

HU 6-2829, 2830

Arnold Volpe
Manager
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time-worn buildings or colorful coats of arms. In fact, no
college• can ever be fully what
each student would like it to
be, but the people who make
up the college can be drawn
together by the repetition of
those ideas which are worthy
of repetition.
As college• students of each
generation
a pp ear
on
campus, they should find their
college life richer because of
these shared experiences, these
traditions. They are links with
the past; they lend continuity
to the life of the college.
No committee or agency of
any kind can really create a
tradition, but it can help to
foster and nourish those events
and ideas which seem to have
a timele3s quality, which seem
to give promise of adding enrichment to campus life .
It is particularly difficult for
the students of commuting colleges to develop a feeling of
unity , a togethe•rness which is
often one of the hallmarks of
the typical residential college .
It is necessary then for us
at Newark State to work harder to achie-ve this feeling of unity. We do it through the college paper, the various organizations, the student governing body-in fact, any agency
which helps to make us united,
which gives us opportunity to
work tog€'ther.

0 ft e n unrecognized, traditions evolve out of our day-byday campus life; these help to
bring us together, to make us
"Newark Staters." They heiJ.-p
foster a feeling of solid arity
and help give US · a sense of
pride in being a part of a col•
lege which has its own_ high
d istinctive q ualities - prid e in
the traditions which ma ke our
college unique.

In addition to teaching both
undergraduate and graduate
students, Professor Wright
has been a prolific contributor
to numerous publications. Her
book, The Last Stand of Chines e Conserva tism. was published in 1957. At present, Dr.
Wright is working on a new
analysis of the Chinese Revoution of 1911 .
Since• 1961 she has been the
Director of 1-Jndergraduate
Studies for the Chinese Studies Program at Yale. She is also an advisor on Far Eastern
Literature at the Yale Library, and is a member of the
Joint Committee on Contemporary China, a sub-division of
the American Council of Learned Societies. She has lectured
at the University of London,
the Sorbonne, the University of
Hong Kong, and has delivered
the Mei-ling Soong Lectures at
Wellesley College.

Hasuly Reports
New Orientation
of Frosh Program
Incoming freshmen will participate in an orientation conducted by students rather than
the administration.
At a meeting held in the Little Theatre on Thursday, May
20, Joe Hasuly, Chairman of
the Student Council Committee
on F r eshman Orientation , ex•
plained the new procedures to
members of the Class of '68.
Mr. Hasuly stated that a c cording
to a p o 11 conducted
earlier this year, a student to
student program was estimated to be both more congenial
and beneficial.
Plans have been instituted
which provide for a number of
discussion groups, each o n e
consisting of a group of fresh•
men with an upper classman
as
chairman. The meetings
will be held on Wednesday,
September 15.
"The Idea of a Student", a
pamphlet published hy the National Student Association, will
provide the basis for informal
conversation.
There w i 11 be two m o r e
meetings of those interested in
participating in the program.
On Tuesday of that s a m e
week in September, freshmen
will have the opportunity t o
use the pool and other facili,ties of NSC 's D 'Angola Gym.nasim which will remain open
for the entire day.
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YMHA Bldg toAccommodate
65-66 Classes - No· Way Out

INDEPENDENT

Chi Delta Girls
To Sing for ·P ort
Authority at Fair

T he YMHA will be ready for NSC use by the beginning of
September. Eighteen classrooms and two assembly halls will be
provided for 500 students and 30 teachers.
Mr. John Ramos, Assistant to
need for complaint among the
building. He s ays other universities have buildings greater
distances apart. Furthermore,
by using the YMHA, 500 addition al students may be admitted , t o the college.
Use of the building will be div ided e q U: a 11 ·y among all
classes and all curricula. The
time element will be considered b y having classes scheduled
on the half-hour. Also a small
park ing 1 o t and a paved path
through . Kennedy Park will be
provided as time savers
T,h e,. use of the YMHA will
bring about changes elsewhere
i n the school. It will necessitate an increase of 30 faculty
m embe'r s. 0 £ f ice rs for · these
.new members, and also for the

The Sisters of Chi Delta Soq:>r it y, a s a culmination of
New York Authority Pavilion.
The show, sponsored by the
the President, • feels there is no ,
Greater Elizabeth Jaycees in costudents about the use of this ,
operation with Mayor Thomas
members n o w occupying ofDunn, will be performed at 2:30
fices in the College Center and
1p.m . and 5:30 p.m . The Sisters
Campus School will be providwill be under the direction of
ed o n t h e first floor of the
Adelene Novello.
Men's dormitory. The space in
the College Center _Office.s will
be transformed into a , studei:it
lounge next .year, while offices
in the Campus Sohool will be
used next ·y,e ar · as a classroom
for t he observing education
classes
Minnemast, a course content

Minnemast Trial
Program Slated
for NSC, Locale

An increase in the number
w i 11- cause the utilizatioo of
T103 and .T104 as office~~ The
switchboard will double . in. size
to accommodate an expand€d .
telephone service.
Mr. Ramos feels that NSC
• is _quite fortunate in being able
to use the . new building, and .
the various changes it cause;
are both •necessary and beneficial. -

, N e,v Loan Plan to
Defray Financial Hovan~.e Suggests
Bog for Corpsmen Criteria ·to Help .·
Peace Corps Director SarMen Select F'rat ,
gent Shriver, has announced a
new 'loan plan for those coll e ge jun'i ors interested in the
Pea ce Corps Advance Training Prorgram . The plan allows trainees to borrow up to
$600 (at interest not to exceed
6 per cent per annum to help
d efray senior ,year school expenses. Loan repayment may
be d eferred until Peace Corps
ser'Oice has been completed, or
ultim ate
college graduation,
. whichever is later.
Privately funded through the
Peace Corps Volunteers Fund
of the National Advisory Counc il, t he loans are guaranteed
by tfie UnitEd Student Aid
Fund (USA .Fund), a n,on-profit corporation providing loan
guarantees to
students · on
moi:e t.qan. 700 campuses. USA
Fund also participates with
.mor e than 6000 banks throughout the United ,S tates.
It is hqped that through this
j oint .effort many students will
, b e able
to
take advance
training for Peace Corps serv ice who otherwise would not
l be in a position to do so.
. A student applying for the
, Ad vanced Training Program
should ndicate on the front of
his questionnaire his intention
student has . already submitted
. ·to . appiy for . this loan. If the
a questionnaire, he s h o u 1 d
. wdte to the Selection Division,
· Pea·c e . C'orps, Washington, indi' eatin g his interest in being consider ed for the program. Peace
Corps .will mail the loan application form as soon as the applicant is selected for :the pro,gram. Eligibility for this loan
. w m depend on need.
FurthE•r information can , be
, ohtained . by .. writing Campus
·Rel ations, Peace Corps, Washington, D.C . 20525.

development
program
f6 r
math and science in grades K ~
9, was evaluated at a special
meeting at Newark State o n
May 12. Sponsored by the University of Minnesota, Minnemast is subsidized by the National Science Foundation. The
directors of the progr am, Ors.
Paul Rosenbloom and James
Wertnz, describe Minnemast
as _an attempt to try ideas and
to improve curriculum. They
do claim theirs is the best program.

The Minnernast
mater ials
are distributed to fifteen experimental centers from Puerto Rico to Hawaii with Newark
by Joseph R. Hovartce
State as one of the three on the •
The invitation to join a fra- East coast. Direction of t h .e
ternity comes from · the unaniNewark State center is headed
mous action of the fraternity
by Dr. Her man Lepp with · a
itself. Before the invitation is supervisory staff consisting of
extended, each party is given
Dr. Edward Zoll, Dr. Frederic
an opportunity to e v a 1 u a t e
Arnold, Dr: Joseph Hancock
each other. Sophomores may
and Dean A,lton O'Brien.
be approached by either a
Under the supervision of this
member· of a fraternity or one
group teachers in grades K-2
of its alumni. He is invited to
present the Minnemast units in
meet or dine with the mem- five local school districts. The
bers. If, after every member
comments of these teachers as
has had an opportunity to apwell as photographs and tapes
praise hi m,
the fraternity
taken
at
the
cooperating
wants him, he is g i v e n a
schools are used in revision of .
"bid". If the fraternity meets
the course. The program will
his aims and ideals, if the ·
be
extended to include K-3
members are congenial and if
next year.
he feels able to meet the· financial requirements, he acIn commenting on Minnecepts a - pledge status which mast Dr. Lepp stated, "A 11
signifies his intention to join we're doing is trying these mathe fraternity.
terials out in five centers and
During the period of pledgeobtaining
the reactions
of
ship, he learns the fraternity
teachers. We do not endorse,
history, organization and subscribe to, or negate th e
aims. The ·. period is probationprogram . This is an experiary for both' the pledge and the · mental program seeking teachfra temity . . The pledge may er feedback."
- - - - -- - - -- - ~ - turn in his ''pledge button' '. if ", do€~., the fraterni·ty engag·~ ·?.
he desires, , or the fraternity .
5: What are the financial obmay sever . relations if the man li'gati·ons?.
fails to meet its requirements.
Fraternity has been describWhat are some of the points
a sophomol"e ;l?hould .. col!5id~r~ ed as "congeniality based on
character." · If you choose your
in deciding whe th er or not the fraternity on that basis, yo ii
" bid" ,should be accepted?
may feel assured that yout
The ·ntembef'S •Will be his in-;, judgment is · right, for thE'h
.
t
f
·
d
Th
·t
1
f
t ima .e nen s . .
e Vl a
ac- . y 6 u r fraternity · life· will be··
~~r, therefore, 1s the personals·: happy and helpful. and. altogeitles of · the m~n th emselves·, ther worthwhile. A fraternity
and the reputation th ey 'have . so chosen·· will . be YOUR fra. as a group on. th at particular ·' ternity, the BEST fraternity .
ca'mpus.
Inqul·r·y can . be made about
.the· scholastic, financial and .
g e.neral standing of the fratern1·ty.
0
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Chi Boasts Seaso:n of More
Than Average Service Here
The 1964-45 school year has be.e n filled with successful events
for Sigma Theta Chi. Under capable leadership, Chi has fulfilled
its goals as both a service and fraternal organization.
Chi's social calendar commenced with a social tea for prospectiv,e brothers, and the organization was introduced to its new
faculty advisor, Dr. Zoll The
were donated to the John F .
only mishap of the evening Kennedy Memorial Scholarwas that they ran out of leship Fund. The success of the
mon and cream and had to game is a tribute to the hard
drink the " tea" straight.
work of the brothers.
In late October, Chi held a
The annual Carnival proved
masquerade party at that
to
be Chi's greatest endeavor.
plush night spot in Newark,
At the start Chi embarked on
the Co-op.
a feverish campaign to s e 11
Early in November, the haz- boosters and ads ; the caming of pledges began'. Lasting rp aign was very profitable. The
for a week, ·hazing· ended with
Lunchin' Pad was the center
a water polo game, the bro- of the culinary arts. The prothers versus the .pledges. The fits exceeded even the · bropledges won. The official in- thers' hopes
duction of pledges· ca~e over
Christmas recess, when a dinEarly in May Chi took its
ner-d an c e was h e 1 d at The annual bus trip to Shea StadTwilight in Mt. Fr e e d om, ium Future events include a
which seemed closer to the Ca- party in honor of the graduatnadian border than to Newark ing brothers and a picnic to
State
be held after the semester
Chi' s main service function ends. The brothers of Chi look,
for the second year in a row forward to an equally successwas a basketball game against ful year in the future, under
the Harlem Diplomats The the leadership of President Al
proceeds of the game, $242,25, Wishna

Raths and Others to Wasl1.
Offer Officials P'roposals
On Tuesday, March 30, 1965,
Dr. Fink, Mr. Lollinger, Dr.
Kins e 11 a, Dr. Raths,
Dr.
Strauss, Dr. Wasserman, and
Dr. Zoll of Newark State's faculty went to Washington with
college development prop osals.
The faculty took ideas of research projects from the campus school, the placE-ment office, special education, the department of education, early
childhood, research and administration,
psychology,
and
mathematics~ They rpcl th ·e
people at Washington
who
were in charge of each field
and had the opportunity to describe the many things which
Newark State wants to .do. The
proposals were received very
favorably, and the · faculty
members were asked to formulate d€'taileil plans • and to
submit budgets as soon as possible. A number of individuals
on campus are now working on
proposals which will be submitted for final approval during
ihe summer. Newark State has
. 1 suppor t f or
as k e d f or f"mancia
work shops in teaching of th e
new Math. We are asking for
financial support for r.e search
into new ways of teaching
thinking. We have .s ubmitted a
plan for an experiment in the
,
field - of general . elementary
education at the junior· level.
We have submitted a request
for r.e search in the teaching of
slow learners. Still another
p. r o j e ct involves internship
.
training ·of administrators and

developing
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and

4) Field studies to test feasibility.
5) Laboratory studies .
6) Consolidation projects to
bring together what is being
done in an ar,e a.
7) Dissemination of proposals. These are to make functionally available a 1-1 new
ideas, projects, etc., such as
in-service workshops for teacher education.
Dr. Raths stated that in the
country at large, colleges and
universities have been criticized for attempting too much
research at the expense of
teaching. At Newark St a t e
College, no professor will teach
less than half the time. Contact with students · w i 11 be
maintained at whatever cost .
We are trying to do onJy those
;researches which will help improv€· teaching and increase
knowledge and understanding
of child behavior.
With - the passag.e .o f the elementary-secondary act of 1965, New Jersey

w_

ill . receive

more than 30 million dollars
fro~ the federal government .
to improve elementary and
secondary education in N ·e w

Jersey. More than tw.e nty fa.
1
b
1
d ·
cu ty mem ers are . a rea Y mnew. . ways of prganizing and volved in planning' })ow Newad.ministering our fiE·ld experi- ark State CollegE" could contrience centers . .There is a pos- b
d ·
th
Such questions as the follow(Continued From P age ·a)
ute, an very :soon
ey w1'11
sibility that we will ask for a b
· k'
·•th th St t · D
ing mi.ght be kept in mind:
clubs for their expressions o f
e wor mg w1
e
a e e.
·
very large grant for a ;chi l d
p_a rtment of Education at· T~en1. Are the. mo•tives, ., id_eal.s
appreciation . .
research center. •This would en- t
t d
1
d t ·1 d
"and pr1'nciples of the fraternPam Graglia and Carole Af.lt-·
on
eve op somE· e a1 e
ta.;t the cooperation of practi·
1
ity in k e e p i n g with,,. th,;>se . orino, c.o - captain . of . t h e
cally all the departments of the P anmng.
•which I ._desire . to obser.ve? _ ·
·cheerleaders, •then ended the college. .
Dr. Raths stated, "A- :fedei:al
2. To what scholastic stan• · . festivities by . announcing. the
grant is for children who are
dards does the fraternity as- . mepi.bers of the squad and conSuchinan. of the Uri1ted educationally . deprived. This
:Pire and what ir.th~ir reJathre v_eyin.g ,their:- thai1ks for a jop States Office of Education sug- includes_ rn,ental d~pravation,
,standard . sc!i,olasticail,L on '!he · well done.
gested seven . categories ' in.to educationally ., retarded, _ 1. he
·campus?
As a highlight of the -eve~- wpich- proposed' ,researchers emotionally -·distu~bed, ·and ..the
3; /i,re the melll,bers the kind
ing, in closing,D.o c · Errington II:\iiY fit.
.
,
. socially and _physically malad- ·
·.·o f men .. I · want .· as · .intimate awarded Bill 'Gaigile~ the D'- , . 't ) G
_•.,_": ·"'-·•d_"·,- ·-, b,'• -·t-: .. --. ' J·usted. Newa'~i; . State., · C~ll.ege .
.· .
?
.
. ·
.
. ·
:· ,·
~
· . · -~ ·
· . ... oa1s ·· an - o Jee 1ve-s m ~
""-"
friends. , Will I . take pride in .. Anggla . aw.;u:d, symb,o hc .of .the C d •'··t• · u· ,, . • --~ _ , --.
has
'ri. an,~'bf.. ,these ,.
•·
d .
h
f
.
..,, h
"b __. h
e
uca ion. ..
.
.
m1tro u-cmg ·t em to·• my am-.....·marr w..uo · as ,contr,1 ut.=:t - e . ,
· ·
··
fields •and · will' 'soon l:k;•-'iliv'olv- ·~
· ily?
most to the athletic program . .. 2} ExplQl'atory .-and.: irufova- · • -i !d in n-e~ . ,ttisearohes • dealing >.,
.
" 4. In V{h~t _
fq;xn ._of social.,!Jfe _ a: ~ewa_rk ~!~te •£op.ege.
__ ti~~: .I?.£2t~c~ J~r;,,tb.e.· l?~rpClse .of with .all · of · them.•:. • ~_ ..,..: ;,.~ .:;·".

°
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hypotheses

skills .
3) Prorposals which s.e ek to
form u la t e ideas central t o
work.

Dr. .

experts-
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STUDENT GROUPS ELECT HEADS FOR 65-66
Sigma Theta Chi

Alpha Theta Pi

Al Wishna was ,e lected prethat group's annual elections
sident of Sigma Theta Chi at
held recently. He replace,g President Angelo Castucci w h o
held the office for one t e rm.
Elected to the vice~presidency
was Bill Hadley, sophomore
Industrial Arts major · from
Madison, who replaced Wishna's vacated office.
Tony Patriarca copped the
["ace for treasurer and George
Wirtz apd Al Gallo were successful candidates for corresponding and recording secretary. Both Mr. Patriarca and
Mr. Wirtz are affiliated with
the Industrial Arts program,
w hil€' Gallo is in the General
Elementary curriculum.
Jerry DelGuercio led
all
h0pefuls for the position of Esecuti ve Secretary.
· The 65-66 slate of officers of
Sigma Theta · Chi reciev.e d overwhelming support from the
bro-therhood upo"n their election and it · was gen€'rally felt
that the most qualified m en
had been chosen.
President
Wishna has already begun the
official duties of his office in
organizing
a father-and-son
softball .game, which
w a s
deemed a success.

Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi sorority has
formally ended its 1964-65 season with elections and a farewell party on May 20, where
Marilyn Budin past president
of Delta Sigma Pi (1964-65)
handed the gavel ·o ver to the
incoming president, A r l e n e
Schaefer.
The executive board includes
Vice President ·Lois, Klehr, Recording Secretar y Ellen Ackerman, Corresponding Secretary
Ellen Barnoff, Treasurer Carol
F a z -Lo, Pledge Mistress
Joyce Wa r ner, and Historian
Marlene Kenoe.
Mr. John Verdagaal,
exchange professor from Holland, has acted as the sorority~s advisor this year. Dr. Arnold Rice,· upon returning to
Newark State, will resume llis
position ·a s Delta Sigma Pi's
advisor.

Theatre Guild
The following are the results
of the voting of the Theater
· Guild held recently at the i r
annual elections.
President: Da_vid Wald; Vice
Pres: Jean Medoff; Rec. Sec. :
Bobbie Wilkin; Corr. Sec. : Bet. ty - Ann Brunner ; Treas: T e d
Kµkar; Asst. Treas:
Valarie
. Halasewicz; Historian and Librarian: Ginger Davie; Business and Publicity man : Tom
Santiago.

Rho Theta Tau
The Sisters of Rho Theta
Tau are p r oud to announce the
.newly · elected executive board
for_ 1965-1966 :
President - Marilyn Roth
Vice-president _ Brenda LaSalle
Recording · Secretary - P a t
- Byrnes .
Corresponding Secretary - Carol Valentine , ·
-~
Treasurer.·, Dominica Mari-

Alpha Theta Pi sornrity will
ho 1d its annual Mother-Daughter Dinner on Tuesday, M a y
25th at 7 p.m. in the College
Inn, located in Hillside. At the
dinner, the new offi.ce:rs for the
year 1965-66 will be introduced .
They are as follows: Janet
Penrin, president; Paula Nagel, vice - pr.e sident; Mary Ann
Zdenek, corresponding secretary;
Katy Pizzi,
recording
secretary;
Helen
Bistriz,
treasurer; Denise Battagline,
IFSC representative; D i a n e
Sharpe, IFSC alt€'rnate; Connie Hyer, Social · Chairman ;
Barbara Wilkin, Greek Sing
chairman; · and Antoinette Napurano, Carnival chairman.
A roast beef dinner will be
serv.e d, and aftE"rwards, entertainment has been planned for
the remainder of the evneing.

Circle K
The final business meeting
for the year 1964-65 was held
by the members of Circle K
on Tuesday, May 4.
A w i d e range of business
was discussed. Heading th e
list was a discussion of th e
best way to improve service
on th€' public - address system
operated by Circle K. An outline for a questionnaire on the
service was discussed.
Carnival was the next order
of business. It was noted that
the miniature golf -c ourse appeared to be very successful.
The Election of officers, which
was the last order of business,
then took place. · The new officers for the year 1965-66 are:
Dennis
Deverin,
President;
Walter Swindell, vice - president; and Neal DeGraaff, secretary - treasurer.
The• members a n d the new
officers of Circle K would like
to take this opportunity -to publicly thank outgoing president
Vic Zarzycki for doing a difficult job in an exemplary fashion. We wish him success and
the very best for the coming
yE"ar in his role as senior class
president.

Sigma Kappa Phi
The sisters of Sigma . Kappa
Phi Sorority announce the results of their elections.
The officers · for the year
1965-66 are as· follows:
Preside·nt
Jackie Kirk
Vice-President
Lee Gruppuso
Treasurer
Fran Clemente Recording Secretary
Mary Alice Kennedy
Correspond ing Secretary
Connie· Milano
Historian
Karen Jacobus
I .F ,;,.C. Representative
NE"ll Langley
Pledge Mistresses
Ginny Karmozyn
Sue DeFrancisco
nielllo
_Pleqge Mistress - _G race Patriarca
. I. F . S; C. Representative
Elaine M-ielilllo
Alternate-Irene Schlosser
Historian - Elaine- Policastro
-Sargent at Arms -- Barbara
Pietranowicz.

. T he ·. infermatien . pri nted - en tllia- pa..,_. - -.,ia..- tll .....11
the' ~ratien --, Ille "I NDKPK-NDKN-"I'._ aH• eftlciata efc each .,_ 1M · .
·· a11eYe ersaniutiens. Any - i• i - is due IN'illlffily ► tM lacll :-ef -~

• llflpef't- en -the part_-•f • ~ c reups.

.-

Lamda Chi Rho

Nu Sigma Tau

Sigma Beta Tau

Lambda Chi Rho has issued
their list of 65-66 elected executives. Miss Jackie Sanfilippo, General Elementary major, was elected president. She
replaces Judy Sulovski. Bar~
bara Bologna wo_n the support
for
vice-president. Lorraine
Chanowitz and Gail Miles won
seats as corresponding and recording secretaries, respectively. Judy Shulman was named
treasurer, Ruth Gorman, I .F.S.C. representative, Lynn Patterson, social director, and Ma- ·
ryann Caruso, pledge mistress .

One of- the oldest sor orities
at Newark State College, Nu
Sigma Tau, held its annual
elections last week to name its
executive board for next year.
Joan Fehrenback, a general
elementary major, specializing in handicapped speech,
was elected to the presidency
filling the vacancy left by the
graduating president, Miss Carol- "Sunday" Sunderhoft.

President-elect Thomas Coyle, former Vice-president of
Sigma B.eta Tau, was elevated
to his office by the brothE"rhood
at their ·annual elections held
this week. He will replace President Paul DiCorcia who has
held the position for the• past
two years. Vice-President-elect
Larry Pesolano won the support of the fraternity in refilling Mr. Coyle 's vacated chair.
President DiCorcia said that
he felt the fraternity had made
excellent choices for the , two
offices.
In other races, John McVey
and Robert Sisko we•re victors
in their quest for recording
and corresponding secretary,
respectively. Andy Ray w a s
elected treasurer to be aided
by Al Ba.r r who. was chosen as
his assistant.

Mary Ann Satar-o was selected to coordinate the G re e k
Sing effort.

Omega Phi ·
The .e lections for the officer
of Omega Phi Sorority for the
1965-66 term of office were
held on Tuesday, May 12, 1965.
The following are th€' results
of that election:
President
Sue Belikoff
Vice President
Melinda Bloomfield
Programming Vic€' President
Mimi Lehrer
Recording Secretary
Rosemary Girgenti
Treasurer
Beth Davidson
Pledge Mothers
Joan Cress
Gloria Hirshorn

Opposing Views
(Continued .f rom Page 1)

topic was
Weiss.

Professor

Nathan

The forum was punctuated
by b r eaks at which time those
in attendance could partake of
coffee p r o v i d e d for them
through donations. These refreshments w e r e available
throughout the program.
During the evening t h e r e
were three panel discussions.
The first of these came after
the break following Dr. Weiss'speech. Historians and political scientists Professors Dorinson and Raichle of NSC _and
Professors
Gittleman
a n d
Mage of Brooklyn Poly - Tech
composed the initiaf group .
Each panel discussion. was followed by a question and answer per-iod, during which the
audience was given t~_e _opportunity to participate. ·

_Patricia Sablick, a junior
from -Rosell'i, was chosen recording secretary. to work in
conjunction with Diane Circhirillo w h o w a s victorious in
her bid to be seated as corresponding
secretary;
The
treasurer for next year will
be Mary Ruth Lavin: M i s s
Kathy Orr will be alumni representative.

Kappa Epsilon
On May 6, 1965, Kappa Epsilon Sorority held elections for
the 1965-66 year. Elected to the:
office of president is H e 1 e n
Neusham. Sue French is the
in-coming vie€' - presid..ent. The
new corresponding secretary is
Elain Decker, the office of recording secretary is be in g
filled .by Nancy Glicive. T h e
new treasurer and the _pledge
mist_r€'3S are Kathy Connolly
and Rita- McBride, respectively: Claire Scarangella is t h e
historian. Joan Branin is the
new social chairman and Connie Delmonaco will fill the office of I.F.S.C. r€'presentative .

~ u Sigma Phi
Elections were held· th i s
week for executive officers of
Nu Sigma PJli.• Frank B i h On
was .named president and Robert Knowlmazer won the vice1
presidency.
In o t h e r offices, Harvey
Goldberg won the race for corresponding secretary , George
Lalak bested the .candidates
for recording secretary and Ed
Getchis · was elected treasurer.
John Campbell was successful in his' bid : for I.F,..S.C. representative, followed ,.by his
newly elected alternate, Steve
Wilczak. Albin Bernatos w a s
named - Sergea11t-at-ar ms.

History Club

The History .Club has anmiunced -the following -election
results:
· President - Don Ra big -··
The second panel consisted
Vice President .- Bill Stanley
of students ; history -majors
TFeasurer - Janet Faust
Donald Kulick and P o-n a 1 d
Correspo·nding
S: e c ,r e ta r Y
-Moore, both. seniors, and j-un-·
-Donna Rotonda
ior Paul Minarchen!{'.o.
Recording Secretary - Harriet
Spergel
Psychologists and . philosoThe officers will- take office
phers made up the third panel.
Participating were - Professors - when the group reconvenes in
Allen, Dubin, Fink, Siegel and _ Sept-ember.
Stern, all of this_ college.
The last speech was made
· by Dr. David Frost of__ Rutger·s
University.
Con c_l u di n g
remarks were made by Dr. Al· 1en.'
Moderators -for the forum included Professors Allen _a n d
Ostrqvsky and students S u e
p er.l g_u t,,_ Paul Minl!rch~n·ko ,and William Sh i~pler ...
.The - turnout for . :the . forum .
•filled the seats which hall _peen
-·
_ provided: .

Renata Club
The

Renata . Club held tl).eir
last meeting on May . 20." Mrs.
-Sadie Richman was- n_a mect
.new advisor. replacing Miss
-Meta · who was honored at the
meeting.
_ ·The -following officers were
' installed. ,Presid ent, Sally Edmondson, - Vice President, ·tois - Imfeld; · -S ecretary; f r e h e
.Polosky, and - Tre_~surer, - Rose
Becker-. · ·
·

R ay
Torella, -sophomor·e
class vice-president and Business Manager of the Independent, was elected to the position of I.F.S.C . representative
and will act as the liason betwe2n Sigma Beta Tau and the
Greek control group.
Others elected were B i 11
Gargiles, Senior Pledge Master; George Morell, Searter; Joe Grillo, Junior Pledge .
geant-at-arms ; John Berardo,
Chaplin; and Gene Barrett,
Corresponding Alumni , Secr€'tary.

Sigma Beta Chi
In preparation for the 65-66
seas011, Sigma B eta Chi held
its annual elelcti-ons this P · a s t
week with the following results.
Judie Sienkiewicz was elect•
ed president to a · one year
term as was Karen Bruder
who was competing for t h e
vice presidency and · was successful. Miss Betty Devlin was
named treasurer while Linda
Zingali led the field in the race
for secretary.
Carol Vona was chosen to
represent Sigma Beta Chi at
the forthcoming I.F.S.C. sessions to reconvene in· September. Pledge Mistress will · be
Marge Maltese. The office -of
Historian will be filled by
Sanda Thompson.

Nu Theta Chi
Former president _S o n,_i_a
Markwell has yielded her -office to newly elected Patt Carney in chairing the _ sisters of
Nu Theta Chi · at their recently
held annual elections_.
President
Carney, ·· jU'nior
early childhood major from
Eliza beth, won the support of
her sisters as did · Miss Dliane
Ringel in her bid for the vice.
presidency. Miss Ringel · replaces Diane Bradford w -h o
has vacated the seat on the
executive b oard due to graduation.
Others elected to the board
were C;rol Walker and J u d y
O'Donnell who led the field for-recorqing and - corres;p_ot!ding
secr.e taiies, respectively. Car
ole Autorino was named trea•
surer repla~ing -D_onna Devito.
Trudy Halpin ' was ele,cted
Pledge Mistress while · Carol
Gagnon . won the - ·social chair:-mart position . Sue Wrtalik was·named· historian and -Anne )to:.
. nisera and _FraJJ Ke}ly w;re se•
lected to r_epresent Nu Thet~
Chi at the I.F.S.C, . ~es~jo.µs • ..•
·-
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A Look Back Is Not Always
One In T·h e Right Directio·n

.

January - Junior and Senior Practicum
Instead of teaching the children, they taught us.
January 3 - Men riot for heat.
January 22 - As par.j{.ing controversy continued throughout semester, we found that the final authority on t-he subject was the
campus cop, whose criteria
March 11 - Alice in Wonderdepended on the mood he was land
Wonderful escape from rea. in at the moment.
February 12 - Humanists and lity from whic·h most have not
yet return.ed.
Nudism
March 13 - Students and faIn answer to the ·Administration's dress code, the Human- culty march with Selma.
March 14 - "L-Shaped Room"
ist Club presented a forum on
nudism. We commend the hu- was significant for the intermanists on presenting the bare ruption of the highly stimulating bedroom scene by yet anofarts,
ther series of phony f i r e
March 3 - Junior Reception
alarms.
The stiffly formal function
March 20 - Greek Sing
·was highlighted by the spilling
First place winner Nu Th e· of coffee · on one of the deans. ta Chi boasted of their " LegiHe was visibly moved.
timacy". Sigma Beta Tau , in
March 4 - Heritage Players second place, overwhelmed us
present The Confidential Clerk. with a prayer. We compliment
them on their new ,experience.
, a drama by T.S. Eliot.
March 25 - Zarzycki, Vesey,
March 10 - Record wins by
Murray sweep at polls .
acclamation.
April 21 - On the dawn of
Council elections, five so-called
reform candidates created a
furor over the alleged abuses
Three 7-10-15
of the "power elite". Prominent " power eliters ", during a
all for -$15 .00
special debate, ·defended the
dispersal of monies from that
T,-\'O like new
grand "slush ·fund": Student
Organization budget. Two of
contact Gene Barrett
the r eformers , victorious in the
election, started their own reo. 18T
s urgency movement "t he
power petite. "
(Con tinued on Page ·3)

Demonstrations? Reform or Rescind

enjoy
Reform movem ent s are less tatjon within that number, the p e op 1 e. Unless you
exciting than revolutions, but better the chance of succE.·3s. flunking exams, division of lathat's the most you can expe.::t Too m any movements
col- bor is n ecess·ary.
The important word to refrom campuses these d a y s. lapse because student leaders
Even so, th e effectivE.· imple- work at cross purposes. Some- member in developing a
mentation of univers ity reform times convictions necessitate movement is momentum. If
is an art unto itself, demand- clashes, but if they can be you shoot the works on the
first day, you're left without
ing a degree of political so- avoided, they should be .
phistication as refined as that
The first task of such a co- an encore. The proposal
of the revolutionary. An under- . ordinating group is to decide should receive the support of
the student government, t h e
standing of the temperament the area of protest and to find
campus editor, a n d any other
of the student body , a sensi- a specific solution. Experience
tivity to the personality of ad- ha s shown that honesty is the influential groups . At no time
ministrators, an effective utilbest policy in reform - if you is flamboyant rhetoric helpful.
i z at i on - of communication s want something, don't let pes- You don ' t need to sound like
media, and an awareness of simism about its acceptability the Irtternationale to m a k e
the importance of timing are get in your way. If compro- your points. It is also useful
all necessary. These, however, mises must be made, let the to write gramatically - there
ar.e only the pi:·e ;equisites. Spe- adminis'hation propose them. is no e x cu s e for atrocious
cific points must be consider- At least they'll be clear that · composition. You just look
"meeting half-way" is on 1 y stupid.
ed .
Regardless of who is directAny
successful
r efor m
temporary and that they might
movement must rely on cam- .e xpect demonstrations in fu- ly responsible for implementpus consensus. This doesn 't ture years to secure the other ing your demands, support of
the f a c u l t y is invaluable.
mean that everyone will work half.
actively in the effort. It do.e s
Once . pla_n s are outlined, the Ideally, you should assign stumean that you can't afford to mass meeting is in order. If dents to talk to as many memalienate a large segment of the you've ch o s e n your issues bers as they can. If the campus
student body.
carefully and marshalled the is too large for this procedure,
Consequently, the coordinat- support of campus notables, . at least contact the influential
ing committee of any demonyou should draw a substantial spokesmen. You may not win
stration group should try to in- turnout. At that point, th e even with their support; you 'll
clude as many from the cam- chairman of the group should almost certainly lose without
pus E stablishment as possible.
outline the plans, open the fionr it.
Student govei:nment represen- for discussion, and hope that
T he r u 1 e s for demonstratatives, fraternity I ea d e r s, the project meets approval. If tions should follow the pr incinewspaper
E.•jitors,
judicial it doesn't, the coordinating ple of momentum as well. If
board members, and political committee is in trouble , b u t you plan a series, start with
spokesmen all qualify. Admit- minor changes _might be suffi- something mild, like a march,
tedly, the initial coordinating cient to answer objections.
a-nd build . . Only utilize• t h e
committee can't be too large- The gathering should be used technique after ·you have enunanything mo r e that 12 or 13 for organizational purposes as ciated your demands, unless a
becomes cumbersome, but the
well - signs, petitions, fact crisis situation demands speegreater the scope of represen- sheets, and verbalizers require
(Continued on Page 3 )

An Historical Survey -

by Dennis Deverin
In recent months, many articles have appeared in o u r
newspapers about a p 1 ace
called Vietn am. Many of us
_ don't know where Vietnam is,
some don't care to know. This
article is for those who desire
to know about this "technical
assistance" project the U .S.
carries on in Vietnam.
Cultural Ties to Ch ina
Vietnam, which in Chinese
means Yueh so uth, derives its
higher culture and its language
from China . This is the result
of repeated
invasions
into
North Vietnam by armies of
the various dynasties of China .
The fir st
penetration
of
North Vietnam by China came
in 221 B .C . under Ch'in Shih
Huang Ti 's armies . Further
penetration occurred in 1 1 1
B .C. by Wu Ti's aI'mies.
During the Han era, the first
Chinese port for trade-contact
· with the W.e st was near Hanoi,
the present capital of N o r t h
Vietnam.
Sui Wen Ti reestablished
control over Vietnam about
. 605, but the territory was lost
by the Sung emper'ors. Under
the T'ang, an administrative
protectorate was established in
An-Nan.
Kubilai Khan made• punitive
expeditions against Vietnam
four times, a bout 1286.
Finally 'in 1788-1789, during
·the Ch'ing Dynasty, Ch 'ienlung, with Manchu generals,
"Chastizes'"
Vietnam
in
a
"police action ."
Vietnam showed a re~ellious
nature throughout history, apparently, since it had to be
r econquered and chastized so
many times. But the rep eated
invasions established the cultur.e of China in Vietnam. Most
important,
probably,
China
and Vietnam share a relig ionMahayana Buddhism, · a very
,pure form that incorporat€'S
"matiy contradictory faith s as

relative truths.

Who Is Our Enemy
In Vi!etna,m?
Ho Chi Minh, the Viet Minh ,
the Viet Cong, the Catholics,
the Buddhists, and perhaps,
our&-elves-this is the list of
"enemies" or, opposition forces in Vietnam .
Ho Chi Minh was born in
1892. He started in gov,e rnment
as a Nationalist, but early in
life he turned to Communism.
His experience as a Communist organizer is extensive. In
1920, he helped organize and
found the French Communist
Party. After being sent to Moscow, for training in party organization and working at the
Comintern 5th Congress , he returned to Vietnam in 1925.
His early years in Vietnam
were devoted to building the
foundation for a Communist organization,
centered
around
"Youth", a n ews paper, and
the Vietnamese Revol utionary
Youth League. The pape,· and
the leagu e were us ed to indoctrinate members in L :!ninism,
and the ad vancc.·J students
were sen.t to Whampoa military academy for further training.
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public opinion and sympathy
to gain .their goals. The Catholics, of late , have been powerful in the Vietnam "Establishment. ''

Viet Nam

However, Ho Chi Minh Teached an agreement with the
French in March, 1946. France
was to recognize Vietnam as a
frE"e state, Vietnam was to be
. in a colonial federation, and
The list, it will be noted, inthe French troops could freecludes ourselve•s . Speculation
. ly return - these were t h e
has it that Ngo Ding Diem was
terms.
killed by CIA agents, although
On November 23, the French
proof has not been brought
naval
and air forces attacked
forth on this . Diem, it was felt,
at least gave the Nationalist Haiphong.
rally forces a popularity known
Following this, and with othsymbol to rally around. Now er Communist-inspired upristhat is lacking.
ings occurring in the late 40's ,
The re.::ent background for the Communists in the Vi e t
the anti-French, anti-U .S. feel- Minh became more overt, esings, and pro-China feelings is pecially with political polarizacomplex, and dates back to tion occurring around th e
World War II .
world.
Anti-French feelings
stem
In 1949, the French reinstatout of the rule of Vichy Govered Bav-D ai, as a rallying point
nor Ad miral Decoux , w h o s ·e
sovereignty in Vietnam for for anti-Communists. The UniFrance was recognized by the ted States and Britain recognjzed the government in 1950.
Japanese u ntil 1945. Hence, th
Viet revolutionists were smothThe Soviet Union recognized
ered by the French repression Ho Chi Minh's government in
and Japanese occupation.
North Vietnam in 1950. The
war escalated rapidly as ChinAs early as spring , 1941, the
Viet Communists were leading ese Communism and th e i r
a united front org;:mization support of the Viet Minh both
with support from Nationalist grew.
China.
In April and May of 1954,
In 1930, h e founded the Com••••✓ munist
party of Vietnam , and
By 1945, Vo Nguyen Giap led the French fortress at D ien
soon gained Comintern sup- guerillas in Tongking. H e had Bien Phu was battered a n d
port. He was jailed in 1931, · been trained by the ChinesE" the French conceded victory,
almost happily, to Ho Chi
temporarily slowing the devel- Communists at Yenan .
Minh .
opment of the Communists' orThe Viet Minh co-operated
ganization.
In May, 1954, North and
with the Allies against the JaThe Viet Minh (Viet L eague ) panese and Emperor Bao-Dai, South Vietnam were both recognized at Geneva with the
is a shortened form of V i e t who ruled during the Japanese
Nam D oc Lap Dong Minh Hoi occupation ·under Japanese au- division· set at the 17th paral(The League for the Inde•pen- spices. With the sudden surren- lel. The Northern sector was
dence of Vietnam) . Ho C h i der of Japan, Giap was left to b.e ruled by the Ho Chi
Minh was originally the secre- as · the leader of the •o nly ef- Minh D emocratic Republic of
tary-general bf the Viet Minh . fective force in Vietnam, the Vietnam. The Southern sector
was to be ruled by Bao-Dai
The· name Viet Cong proba- Viet Minh . On September 2,
with Ngo Dinh Diem as prebly stems from Vietnaroese·'foT · 1945, Ho Chi Minh declared
mier .
the Communist Party of Viet- Vietnam independent .
nam, whi'ch is Cong-san Dang
In 1955, D iem was el ected
Ho Chi°Minh 's aims had been
(of) Vietnam.
·
· anticolonial in nature to expel Chief of State. He supressed
The Catholics and Buddhists > t he· French, achieve ind ep en- the corrupt groups and reliare two a ntagonizin g forces · in dence, and bring about d omes- gious sects. D iem received extensive U. S .
aid.
Bud dhist
Vietnam. The B uddhists .-: u:s· e • tic social revolution.
0

against Diem, a Catholic, were
felt to be a factor in his assassination in 1963.
Recently the daily battle reports would seem to show the
U.S. to be on the losing side.
This observation is based on
the guerilla-warfare the.;is of
Mao Tse Tung.
Phase I of this plan c a 11 s
for lighting raids to gain weapons. Phase II calls for ambushes and the drawing out of
the government troops u n t i 1
they are spread as thinly as
possible over the territory _
P hase III calls for consolidation, pitched battles , and larg,e
groups of forces . This is bound
to gain village support.
Evidence would tend to show
that the Viet Cong is in Phase
III (B inh Ghia, Plieku, the Bien Hoa mortar shelling .
Also , the use of the U.S. mi•
litary forces as "te•chnical advisors" only, the poor equipment at hand (the obsolete helicopters, and the dangerous
use of inexpe•rienced personnel ( the D a Nang air base explosion) .
Finally, the significance of
the question, " Why are we
there?"
The answer can be put down
to two
important
reasons.
First, to prevent a Communist
take-ov.e r, since Vietnam is a
stepping-stone to both I n d i a
and Indochina (largely lost already). Second, our commitment of 1954, w i th Britain,
F r an c e, Australia, Thailand
and Pakistan puts Vietnam into the position of a protectorate•. The defence nature of the
SEAT O pac_to ties us to some
role of defen ce,
originally,
technical advice.
T he ' pr esent Viet Cong strategy now requires stronger a ction , and to a, m ore d efinite
commitment. ·w e must fight
as we ar;e in Vietnam!
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Grier, and Budd Stand Out
Though South Pacific Dips
By Peter Pearce

(Eel. Note: Peter Pearce,
a sophomore English major,
the current INDEPENDENT
reviewer, atte nded the premiere of South Pacific on
May 18.)

B y Carol Vitiello

Ed. Note: In introducing the
name of the winner of the "Gold en Shafi" Award, we feel that
it is imporl:,anl: l:o emphasize
here that we are not initiating
this formalized recognition of

not "smiling" enough. Possibly
a more amiable outlook toward
his students may mean that
more of them might get a
"charge" out of his course.
The "Bronze Shaft" is given.
to Dr. Raichle of the History
Department. His faithful students apparently felt it their
patriotic duty to award him
this token of their regard for
him. Dr. Raichle is similarly
cited for his high standards of
academic prowess. At this late
date in the semester, these
sam€' students have our sympathy for the ulcers which they
are developing over final exams.
A few other professors were
runnE'rs-up; however, lack of
space precludes their mc!ntion.
Take heed, then, fa cu 1 t y
members, for next year YO U
may rE·ceive the shaft.
In the category
stration, we find
Dean Samenfeld
corded the "Red
For prudence in
decisions (some

of

admini-

that our own
is hereby acTape" award.
the making of
may call it

(Continued on Page 3)

Ken Seeley playing de Becque and Mary Ann Budd as Nellie
compliment South Pacific Showing.

words of his songs.
Liat, portrayed by Mary Ann
Liotta, was delicate, sensitive
and graceful. The contrast between the lovers was a co,1trast of East and West in the
highest sense of the words.
Commander Harbison, Walter Swindel, a met h o d actor,
was not sure of which method
he was using. His superior officer, fighting on over - sized

Theater Guild Successful
In ''As You Lil{.e It" Showing
"All the world's a stage and
the men and women merely
· players,'' writes Shakespeare
in AS YOU LIKE IT, the comedy presented by the Newark State Theatre Guild. The
play was performed on May
5, 6, and 8th under the direction of Zella Fry. Assistant directors were David Wald , a
junior GE major, ond Robert
Litowchak, a 1964 graduate of
Newark State.
Janet Penrin was excellent
as Rosalind, a n d her speech
training was evident in the
m an n er she presented her
lines. Her body movements
were very graceful and hei· facial expressions were delivered with much style.
In portraying the villain,
Duke Fredercki, David Wald
exhibited tremendous acting
ability, equalled only to Robert
Litowchak, w h o s e Orlando
was of such superb quality
that he captured the audience
from the beginning.
William V e s e y was very
plausible as the effeminate L e
Beau running around with his
"lace handkerchief waviny in the
air .
Jaques, the cynic, was excellently portrayed by Robert
Carney , and special no ti c e
must be giv~n to Peter Pearce
in his role of Toucbstone. Although he acted the fool, he
exhibited the greatest insight
and deepest perception of all
the characters.
Marvelously a t t i re d, Stephen Pilar had the · part of Silvius, a love-sick shepherd, and

Golden Shaft A,vard Dropped
On 'Prof' and 'Red T'aper'

" controver sial"
pil'ofessors
with any malicious intent, bu!:
ral:her, l:o promot e more of a
sl:udent-facull:y awareness, in a
spirit of fun.
The winner of . the "Golden
Shaft" award for 1965 is Prof£"ssor Gerrish . His election, by
a "slight" plocality, seems to
be attributable to the assertion
by some that, "he never smiles." Perhaps his lips are partially paralyz€'d due to over
use of that horrible instrument
of torture - the flutophone. We
hope that this action may
cause him to change his tactics, and flash an occasional
grin, if not a grimace.
The winner of our s €' c o n d
place "Silver Shaft" award is
Professor Goldin. He teaches a
course in electricity. Mr. Goldin
is known, in the Industrial Arts
Department, as being in the
main "current" of I.A. high
standards. He also is accused of

The Opera Guild's performance of SOUTH PACIFIC was
a contrast of excellence a .1 d
boredom . The excellence sup, plied by ;tVIary Ann Budd a n d
William Grier and the boredom
generated by a low voltage
cast.
Mary Ann as Nellie Forbush
thrilled the audience
as a
charming, i,rnocent, but sensitive "hick" from Arkansas.
Emile de Becque, portrayed
by Ken Seelely proved an awkward,
unsophisticated
and
sometimes downright corny exiled Frenchman. His French
accent, bordering on the burlesque, together with the awkward body movement, proved
excellent comic timing.
Contributing to the hilarity,
was Barbara Minasian w h o
played a "sad sack " b 1 o o d y
Mary. Overlooking vocal · in adequacies, the costume m i stress, added a touch of surrealism w i t h bulging pillows
and an obnoxious ham b o n e
through her hair.
Bill Brier, as Lutner Billis,
brought the play back into perspective., only to be lost again
by the entrance of Lt. Cable.
Overlooking a costume miscarriage again, Robe rt Weber's
aloofness and lack of stage
sophistication divested him of
a military image. Due to lack
of time, Mr. Weber failed to
become acquainted with th e
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Ed Dejowski's comic moYements brought laughter L·om
the audience.
Also to be commended for
their portrayals are Valerie
Halasciewicz, J e a n Medoff,
Marilyn Riley and Dan Hagens.
The old K ean buildings created a perfect atmosphere and
the costumes provided the colorful motif of the age of chivalry.

Communism
(Continued From Page 2)
has appeared in the April 15
issue of "Inde:i:; en:ienl:" , calling
on N.S.C. students to march on
Washington to end the war in
Vietnam has come from an
alumnus of N.S.C., Ensign Richaro T. Lock.
The article was written by
the "liaison" men on our campus of Students for Democratic
Socie ty, a left leaning organization.
Mr. Lock in his letter to t h e
Editor, c a 11 s these people
"narrow - minded a n d uninformed 'students'."
Mr. Lock should be congratulated for his reaction and his
concern has to be appreciated.
I tend to disagree with him on
the one poi,1t that these people
and others like them throughout the country on other campuses are not "narrow minded and uninformed'' but know
exactly .what they are doing .
They say that the war in
Viet Nam "is being waged i n
behalf of a succession of un-

costume, did a credible job as
Captain Brackett.
M a r y Ann Budd , obviously
s e 1 f - directed, enchanted the
audience with a trained voice,
showing the opera guild to be
partially s u c c e s s f u I. Ht>r
graceful body movements and
sparkling eyes added to t h e
beauty of the Rogers and Hammerstein musical.
Surviving the play were the
two children who showed e x celle11t stage presence and had
memorized their songs. Also
surviving was the set design ,
although it was out of sequence
in a few scenes.
popular South Vietnamese dictatorships,
no t in behalf of
freedom.''
If the South Vietnamese governments are unpopular dictatorships a n d Ho Ch i Minh's
North Viet Nam is supposed to
be the land of freedom, then
why have hundreds o f thousand Vietnamese since the war
started, have fled North Vietnam, leaving behind th e i r
homes, land and other belo:1gings, to come to live u n d e r
South Vietnamese "dictatorships" or in other neighboring
countries? And why have the
South Vietnamese also fled in
tens of thousands from areas
controlled by the Viet Cong in
South Vietnam itself?
If freedom is what North
Viet Nam has to offer t h e n
why have there not been such
massive displacements of people from South to North Vietnam? If the Communist countries are such paradises people
would not risk their lives trying to escape from them. Why
do people from the West not
escape to the Eastern paradise for a change?
The fact th at South Vietn am
has had so many coups a n d
changes in government in the
past several months is an indication _of a regime which tolerates
demonstrations
against
the. governrr.ent.
Would the
North VIetnamese or any" other people in a n y other Communist cou11try d;:i.re do t h e
same?
They s a y that "since th e
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'50s, U.S.-trained South Vietnamese commando teams have
been penetrating North Vi et
Nam , considerably provoking
the North Vietnamese."
Certainly these people who
show such concern for V i e t
Nam must know that the war
in Vietnam is being waged not
in North Viet Nam b u t in
South Viet Nam. It is the South
Vietnamese people who have
been attacked and the agressor has come from the North.
All fighting was and still is being fought, with the exception
of the air raids following the
Gu 1 f on Tonkin incident, on
South Vietnamese soil.
They say that "the purpose
of the ma rch is to call for an
end to the war in Vietnam. "
They do not say what will happen if the war is ended. Only
one thing can and will happen ;
a communfat -takeover of South
Viet Nam , since half the country is already under Viet Cong
control and the S o u th Vietnamese government is no t
strong enough to· halt a north'ern invasi9n .
No amount of negotiaGons 'or
conferences and treaties will

guara.1tee for the South Vietnamese people t h e freedom
and peace which they enjoyed
before the Communist infiltrations started. It is time the
West and not only the U.S.,
stop these Communist "wars"
of national "liberacions" which
in the past has turned several
"liberated" people into slaves
and their countries into miserable places to live in. It is
time the West help the South
Vietnamese to get rid of the
Communist V i et Cong fr o m
their land. To end the war now
will not accomplish this.
The Students for Democrati c
Society and thefr naive followers knowingly or unknowingly
(?) are helping the Communist
cause of eventual world domination by their
irresponsible
actions as American citiz.€ns.
Do N .S.C. students have nothing to say w.hen they are offered such rallying calls froll). a
left leaning · organization 3.uch
as S.D.S.?
Avedis H. Ayvazian
Class '66
Foreign Student
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SQUIRES BOMB JCSC UNDER THE LIGHTS
Independent Reviews Year's
Major Athletic Action
SOCCER
T h e soccer
season began
with six returning lettermen,
five
freshmen, and s i x men
who had never played soccer
before The team started o u t
being hwolved in three v e r y
tight games, all being decided
by one goal. The one win was
a 2-1 overtime victory at the
expense of Rutgers of South
Jersey.
As the season progressed,
the Squires showed that they
were no pushove1;. Although
they had trouble scoring goals,
the defense proved to be very
, tough as is shown by loses to

and whipped Shelton and Drew
but a loss to Bloomfield in be tween, left them with a final
record of 10-17.

BASEBALL

In reviewing the fast closing
baseball season, it must be
of the season
Highlights
considered a disappoh1tment.
were our victories over MontAt the start of the year the
clair a n d Shelton. It was the
, team had a twenty-seven man
first time in four years that the
squad and seemed to have the
Squires w er e able- to l i ck •
potential to gain about a .500
~"
Montclair and so it was sweet
season. Bl,!t- things went b a d
victory for seniors Poug Wiland the ~earn just didn't jell,
liams, Dave Chinchar , John
and as·'.Qt 110w it has won 1 uut
Mury, and Al Leiter . on ' the
of 14 with two games remainsquad . The Shelton game - saw
ing.
the Squires score 90 poi11ts and
this was the high point mark of
The one bright spot on the
the season. It also served to
club was •the hitting. L a s t
year's team hit an anemic
.167, with the leading batter
hitting .264 As of now there are
three men hitting better than
that. T om Fi·n negan, who led

.

the club last year, is now hitting an even .500, 17 for 34.
John Gluck and Denny Scully
are the other players hitting
above .264, with John hitting
slightly over .300. The rest of
the club is hitting fairly · well,
and the run production increased greatly over last year.
·
Monmough and Patterson b y
scores of 2-0 and .1-0, later in
the year.
The one thing that seemed to
be most detrimental to the
·squad was their inability to
have good practice sessions.
With many members on t he
team having classes that ended at 5:00 P .M ., they were unable ot attend the complete
workout. The problem that is
encountered with limited daylight
during the ye a r also
causes trouble, because by the
time these members are out on
the field, there is only a half
hour of light left.
As for next year, the outlook
is ,promising. There are fourteen
returning
lettermen,
three of whom received allconfere11ce recognition. The defense, led by hard-nosed Bill
Gargiles and George Pearson,
should be toughe r this year.
The front line should be more
productive in goals, for th e
members have gained an added year of experience. The one
trouble spot could be the goal
left open by Doug Williams'
,graduation - the squad's only
senior.
Next year the team has lined up an expanded schedule in
an effort to spur participatio
It is also hoped that this enlarged season and the possibility of a good year will bring
m o r e support for the c 1 u b
from the student body.

BASKETBALL
Newark State College had a
strange season. During th e
first half of the season they
couldn't buy a non - conference
victory, but in the conference
they jumped to a 4-1 record
a n d shared first place w i t h
Jersey City State. They then
went into a slump and couldn't
buy a victory, confefrence o r
otherwise, and dropped to 8-16
overall and 5-5 in conference
play and a three way tie for
third. They broke the slump

avenge an early season upset.
The f o u r seniors who were
on the squad made many con•
tributions to the team and will
be missed. The outlook for
n e x t year is bright. H i g h
scorer John McVey, 351 points,
will be back; 6'-4" Tom Zio-

The pitching staff was t h e
one main reason for the poor
year. Besides Al Leiter, the
Squires have not been able to
find one hurler who is consistently good. There have b e e n
three teams who have scored
more than twenty runs against

lowkowski will return; J i m
Dubois and Carl Stafford, a
fine back-court duo, will be
back; and Bob Palma will be
coming up from the Jayvees.
A few good frosh and lookout
Jersey City.

the Squires this year, and i n
four games the opponents have
totaled over twenty hits. With
the pitching corps going sour,
the fielding seemed to collapse
and a combination of both led
to the disappointi11g year.

L-e iter Hurls, Hits to Win
Pitcher Al Leiter hit and
pitched his way to a 13-12 victory over arch-rival Jersey Ci-

ty State. The Squires' t e am
made the come back of th e
year as they battled from an
11-3 deficit to overtake the Gothics.
This was the first time the
Squires have played under the
lights, and the fans who made
by Ly nne Ric hards
it to Bayonne Stadium w e r e
rewarded t e ·n f o l d . Playing
The Women's Recreation Associati~n held their a n nu a 1 against an eleven o'clock curfew, the Squires put together
banquet on W.e d nesday, May
19. Over one hundred twenty- a five run seventh inning and
five faculty, alumni,
special quickly disposed of Jersey City in the bottom half of the
guests and students attended
the most successful banquets inning to enable the eighth inning to start at two minutes to
that the WRA has had.
eleven. The Squiremen jumped
Miss Oleda Schrottky, our
guest sp eaker, gave a very sti- at the opportunity and banged
out five mor e runs. Al Leiter
mulating speech on .the topic
pitching his last game, bange d
of leadership and attitude.
out four hits in five trips and
Terry Szymanski gav€· a talk
on her trip to the National knocked · in five of the thirteen
Conference of the Athletic and • runs.
Recreation Federation for ColOn Saturday the
Squires
lege Women in Nebraska, as
narrowly
missed
upsetting
she was the W R A 's of NSC reNCE as they lost 7-4 in the
presentative at this conferseason
finale.
ence.

WRA Gallery

One of the highlights of the
evening was t h e presentation
·
of the new officers for the year
1965-1966. Terry Szymanski, a
junior math major was elected President ; T erry U rr rb a n,
Vice - President;
Activities
Chairman, Carol Kaiser; AsOn Wednesday night t h e
sistant Activities Chairman,
M.A.A.
varsity banquet w a s
Kar.e n Egbert; Secretary ; Connie Delmonaco; Assistant Seheld at the Hitching Post Rescretary, Terry Hanifin ; Trea- taurant in Kenilworth. The afsurer; Susan Markheim ; a n d
air began at 6:30 with a chickHistorian, Pat Packard .
en dinner bein g served. After
Our President, Vice - Presi- dinner the gather ing was addent, Secretary and Treasurer dressed by the coaches of the
will also double as the officers
various sports.
for the New Jersey Athletic
Tony Martino, who served as
and Recreation Federation for
M.C., addressed the group on
College Women next year.
the ups and downs of athletics
Awards were then presented
at Newark State College. The
by Terry Szymanski and Ternext speaker, Mr. Karbe, the
ry Urban. The first award, a
tennis coach, presented t h e
ed H€U Week into Help Week
tennis players with letters.
by selling one-hundred and forDoctor Errington, the base,t y dollars worth of lollipops,
ball and soccer coach, spoke
candy kisses, and bubble gum
next. Doc spoke about the
for Care. The total amount was
promisiong outlook of n e x t
distributed in places such as
year soccer team, and expresKorea and Hong Kong. Anothsed h i s opinio,1 that 1965's
er service project at Christteam has the potential to cause
mas was the donation and dissome trouble to the opposition.
tribution of toys to St. Peter's
As Doctor Errington pointed
Orphanage in Newark.
out there are only two graduThe highlight of the year's
ating seniors and 14 returning
activities was the preparation
for , and participation in the lettermen, which points to a
Gr .e e k Sing. Their "Snow
winning season. Doc also a n White" medley and "I Ain't nounced that the baseball letDown Yet' brought them sec- ters would be awarded at the
ond runner-up · in the competicommencement of the seaso:i.
tion.
Coach Sullivan was introducAt their Moth€T - Daughter - ed as the next speaker. H e
Father banquet, the girls col- congratulated both the basketmeaningful to ,t heir parents, ball team and the cheerleading
and these were wrapped
as squad for the fine jobs they
Care packages; these "packag- did in the past season. Mr. Sules" were given to the parents livan praised the team for the
with a running comm€ntary by hustle they displayed and for
Tym Babitsky,
the f i n e effort they made to
In March Beta Delta Chi had
win the conference title. Coach
its theater party. _The girls had Sullivan then awarded the sendinner in New York and saw
iors of the team with the Mc"Hello Dolly."
Kenna award, symbolic of the
For their Carnival the me
Most Valuable Player of the
they chos€• "Over the R a i n- team.
bow" and had the players lasTony Martino then introducso pots of gold . Consolation
ed co-captains Dave Chinchar
prizes: gold nuggets in g o 1 d
and Al Leite r who presented
mesh were given to players, as
coach Sullivan with an award
well as the regularr Carnival
as a token of appreciation for
prizes. Sunday at the Carnival
the wo r k that he devoted to the
they presented the
Gr eek
team this year. Al Leiter then
Sing.
presented
Doctor Errington
Other social functions of the
with a watch to express the
sorority included the mixers
thanks of the baseball team to
with fraternities, both on and
Doc for the effort he gave to
off campus, barbecues, an d
,t hey are looking forward to an
improve the ballclub. B o t h
coaches thanked their b a 11 enjoyable vacation at
th e
shor.e .
(Continued On Page 4)

MAA Holds Varsity
Banquet to Honor
Squire Athletes

